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The first time I saw Spencer play was in August, 2011 at a release show for his debut solo 

album Eulogy of Her and Her and Her. It was at George’s (Fabulous) Roadhouse in Sackville, 

New Brunswick, and probably one of the most memorable shows I’ve ever experienced. At 

first, it was full of interruptions – a smashed glass at the bar, a dropped pot in the kitchen, and 

particularly, an argument outside between a hot-blooded young couple. Spencer was standing 

on stage in the speckled glow of white Christmas lights, gently strumming in the key of ‘She 

Came From Spencer.’ 

“WE’RE SUPPOSED TO BE HAVING A NICE TIME,” the woman yelled at her 

boyfriend, storming off jaggedly in high heels. Spencer smiled, still strumming, and shook his 

head wistfully.  

“If I had a nickel...” he began after a long, teasing pause.  

 

He started playing louder as the couple trailed off down the street, until the last audible 

footfalls were untraceably embedded in the clear, warm guitar. He played an intimate set of 

sparkling, simple songs – that felt like they could have been about anyone in the room at one 

time or another. Searching songs that zoomed out from small pictures of life to show a world 

of baffling and beautiful moments, full of words longing to be taken back mixed with silences 

wishing to be turned into music. 

 

Near the end of his set, Spencer told us he was already working on a new album – the album 

you now hold, entitled Light, I’ll Call Your Name Out “Darkness.” Softly finger-picking in the key 

of ‘Imminent Failure,’ he started speculating on what direction the record might take.    

“I don’t even know what that means, ‘what direction,’” he said dismissively. “What direction is 

it when you long for the opposite of what you have, then go and find the opposite, only to 

start wishing that the opposite thing you now have would turn into the opposite of what it is? 

It doesn’t make any sense, and yet—”  

His phone rang. He took the call. (He said it was his mechanic, but nobody believed that.)  

“Sorry about that,” he resumed, adjusting his guitar strap and tuning while he talked. “So like I 

was saying, this is a brand new song, dedicated to all my future ex-wives...”  

He cleared his throat, blushing at the audience’s laughter, then leaned humbly into the mic.  

“I hope they’ll think of me once in a while, and smile in the dark…” 

 

 


